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A fully adjustable, modular seating system 
specifically designed for young children from 
4 months to 5 years.

Bee by Jenx

Scan for more 
information

Scan for more 
information

Modern, child-centred styling, combined with 
a comprehensive range of support options 
make Atom the ideal seating system to 
develop correct seating posture and function. 
Suitable for children from approximately 
6 months to 5 years.

Atom by Jenx
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A comfortable, contoured and stable modular 
seating system, designed to suit the needs of 
children from 3 years - 12 years.

Junior+ by Jenx

Standing Range by Jenx

Upright

Whether it’s for Prone, Upright, Supine or Abducted standing, 
we’re sure we’ll have just the right stander for your needs.

Prone AbductedSupine

Scan for more 
information
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Dreama  by Jenx

Multistander 1 by Jenx

A highly versatile standing system, 
providing 3 in 1 positioning in both 
neutral or abducted standing for 
children with moderate to complex 
needs, from approximately 
9 months - 6 years.

Monkey by Jenx

A simple, yet highly adjustable 
standing system that provides 
prone to upright positioning 
for children from                       
9 months to 4 years.
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Scan for more 
information
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A versatile standing system offering 
prone or supine standing that 
accommodates abducted or neutral 
leg positioning for children between 
1 - 14 years.

Standz 1&2 by Jenx

A simple to use, yet 
comprehensive standing system 
providing supine, prone and 
upright positioning for children 
between approximately 
3 - 13 years.

Multistander 2 by Jenx
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Scan for more 
information
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information
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An adjustable floor based seating system for 
infants and young children

Corner Seat &  
Nursery Table by Jenx

DreamaTM is a pressure reducing 24hr positioning 
system, suitable for children and adults. 

*Compatible with SleepSafe Bed

Dreama  by Jenx

The ideal platform to build a structured yet safe 
and comfortable posture for children who have 
complex medical needs.

Ly-on by Jenx

Scan for more 
information

Scan for more 
information

Scan for more 
information



RUGGED & 

ADAPTABLE 

FOR ACTIVE 

FAMILIES

REHAB PUSHCHAIR

BINGO
EVOLUTION

}
Reverse Seating

3 Piece Removable Vent Tray“Growing Seat”

MADE IN
 GERMANY

Bingo Evolution OT Plus Frame for After Market Seating

Reclining Backrest “Elevating Legrest”45° Tilt Ultra Compact

Berry Soft

Black

Turquoise Soft

Gray Soft
Scan for more information
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Sizes 1-2 • 2 XL • 3

Up to 110 lbs



Siesta Hi-Lo by Safespaces

Cosyfit by Safespaces

SafeSpace Room by Safespaces

Custom prescribed safe rooms, high sided 
beds & sleep areas for use at home, in schools 
and hospitals that are designed for individuals 
with complex medical needs, including autism, 
epilepsy & challenging behaviours.

Scan for more 
information

Scan for more 
information

Scan for more 
information
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An innovative and unique type of 
crawling aid that supports the child in 
a 4-footed stance with weight bearing 
through the hips and shoulders.

A floating aid that gives the child new 
opportunities to be independent in 
the water.

Size 1 and 2. A combined kick bike 
and walking bike for children with 
disabilities up to 77 lbs.

An active chair with saddle seat for children aged 2-14 
years. The chair is suitable for children with a variety of 
diagnoses and is available in two sizes.

Pilot by Krabat Pirat by Krabat Runner by Krabat

Jockey by Krabat

Scan for more 
information

Scan for more information Scan for more information Scan for more information
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Technical Specifications 

HEADALOFT is made using the highest 
quality materials. It comes with three sized 
(S, M, and L) forehead straps to provide 
anterior support. Soft and comfortable, the 
product is machine washable and standards
compliant. 

0 

HEADALOFT Occipital Support 

The innovative occipital support cushion is 
adjustable to increase comfort and positional 
alignment.  It can be easily removed as 
needed.

TM

Technical Specifications 

HEADALOFT is made using the highest 
quality materials. It comes with three sized 
(S, M, and L) forehead straps to provide 
anterior support. Soft and comfortable, the 
product is machine washable and standards
compliant. 

0 

HEADALOFT Occipital Support 

The innovative occipital support cushion is 
adjustable to increase comfort and positional 
alignment.  It can be easily removed as 
needed.

The innovative occipital support cushion is 
adjustable to increase comfort and positional 
alignment. It can be easily removed as needed.

HEADALOFT is made using the highest quality 
materials. It comes with three sized (S, M, and L) 
forehead straps to provide anterior support. Soft 
and comfortable, the product is machine washable 
and standards-compliant.

Scan for more information

Occipital SupportTechnical Specs

The Headaloft is a versatile, clinically effective and safe solution that 
provides additional head support for any wheelchair, car seat, or 
other positioning system with headrest. Benefits of the Headaloft 
include improved postural and neck support, improved breathing, 
easier feeding and swallowing, enhanced communication and social 
engagement and access to eye gaze technology.
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Scan for more information

Daytot develops life-enhancing 
products aimed at improving the 

developmental outcomes for babies 
with delayed development.

Joey is an early intervention crawler, 
designed to help babies at risk of 
developmental delay build the all-
important foundations for their future 
physical and cognitive development. 

Neo+ is a positioning support for infants who 
have delay in their development and require 

supportive positioning to strengthen their 
core, improve their patterns of movement +/

or assist access to their environment.  

The use of tummy time mats for new-borns 
can have a positive impact on your child’s 
overall physical development.
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For additional information  
please scan or visit 

adaptiveimports.com

2760 Circleport Dr.
Erlanger, KY 41018 

About Adaptive Imports...
Adaptive Imports is the US distributor of innovative positioning, mobility and safety equipment from 
international manufacturers.
 
Our mission is to provide high quality, unique solutions for complex positioning and safety needs. 
Adaptive Imports was founded in 2014 by seasoned CRT professionals with an abundance of 
knowledge and experience. Their goal was to provide quality products, service and value- not only 
to users and families but also clinicians, ATPs and technicians. The use of independent reps raised 
awareness and interest in the products provided by offering local in-services, product demonstrations 
and support. Adaptive Imports has assembled a strong support staff with extensive product knowledge 
and strong focus on quality service


